
 

 

Stay on top with these Decoration 
Trends for 2020 
Trends come and go. Some are timeless and never out of fashion; others are more related to an era. In this article, 

we show the decoration trends for 2020 wich, according to our research, will be the most popular next year. 

Earth and nude shades, nature inspired products, yellow and white are some of the essentials to have in mind 

when talking about home decor for the coming year. 

Nature Inspired Products 

 

Products inspired in nature are more attractive, unique, lean and well thought, either it is an aesthetics or 

functional inspiration. BRABBU inspires itself in Nature and allows consumers to enjoy textures, colours, smells 

and styles that transport them to other locations and destinations. 
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In this living room set with a mid-century style, SEQUOIA center table is the star. Sequoia is one of the largest 

and tallest trees in the world that grows in California. Just like that, SEQUOIA Center Table is a force of Nature. 

The distinct walnut root veneer top shows the passage of years and the base in brass with aged patina adds a 

refined touch. This coffee table proves the beauty of the action of time. 

Earth and Nude Shades 

Terracotta, ocher and nude are the colours that frame the 2020 colour palette. The colours in an earth tone 

scheme are mute and flat in an emulation of the natural colours found in dirt, moss, trees and rocks. 
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This living room is decorated with neutral tones used in different products. Another way to use this colour 

pallette is through wallpaper – an out of the box idea to have in your home decorations. ESSEX armchair by 

BRABBU is inspired in the metamorphosis – the transformation process from caterpillar to butterfly. 

This barrel chair is upholstered in velvet and has a base in aged brass matte that adds charisma. It will add a 

refined elegance to any living room set that only velvet chairs are capable of. 

See Also: “Top 5 design trends for 2019 New Year’s Eve” 

Yellow Shades 

From the most vibrant yellow, lemon to mustard, all shades of this colour will be fashionable in decorating by 

2020. 
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The final touch to your living room decor is the NANOOK dining chair.  Nanook is the master of bears, the one 

who decides the luck of the hunters in the Arctic regions. 
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NANOOK Dining Chair blends the beauty and grandiosity of this animal. This dining room chair has a strong 

presence balanced with the elegance given by a golden nailhead trim and the button detailing on the inner back. 

Dare yourself and get the perfect decoration by using yellow tones. 

African Inspired Design 

Africa is an exotic place, which excites and stays on your mind forever, once you see it. If you love this part of the 

world but can’t go there, you can always bring this flavor to your home creating African-inspired interiors. For the 

next year we will be seeing a lot of this inspirational designs. 



 

 

 

For any living room, dining room or bedroom, BRABBU presents you HIMBA rug. Himba is a southern Angola tribe, 

who lives in a land isolated by deserts and mountains and dresses in strictly traditional ways. 

Himba is famous for their beautiful women painted with ochre and long tresses wrapped in red clay. They have 

an extreme capacity to survive in hard conditions, a remarkable feature from where HIMBA is born: a strong, 

powerful, red coloured rug made from hand-knotted thin wool, taking to your home the warm sensations of 

Africa. 

See Also:”Best Interior Design Projects with BRABBU” 
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We hope you enjoyed these decoration trends for 2020 and already started to think which one you will use to 

celebrate the beggining of the year. If you are looking for more, check our TRENDS page. 
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